Suffolk University/7News Poll – Oct. 18, 2012
Electronic Media Coverage

Suffolk University on WCVB-BOS (ABC) - Boston, MA
10/18/2012 12:02:37
Newscenter 5 at Midday (News)

... and his visit really comes as the most recent suffolk university poll shows
president obama tied with republican challenger mitt romney 47% in the
granite state. now, this poll, though, taken ...

Suffolk University on KQET (PBS) - Monterey, CA
10/18/2012 15:37:33
PBS NewsHour (News)

... water. >> reporter: a new suffolk university poll out this week shows the
presidential contest here is too close to call, but mr. obama does hold a slight
edge over romney among female ...

Suffolk University on KTEJ (PBS) - Jonesboro, AR
10/18/2012 18:07:39
PBS NewsHour (News)

... water. >> reporter: a new suffolk university poll out this week shows the
presidential contest here is too close to call, but mr. obama does hold a slight
edge over romney among female ...

Suffolk University on KAET-PHX (PBS) - Phoenix, AZ
10/18/2012 18:37:38
PBS NewsHour (News)

... water. >> reporter: a new suffolk university poll out this week shows the
presidential contest here is too close to call, but mr. obama does hold a slight
edge over romney among female ...

Suffolk University on WSKA (PBS) - Elmira, NY
10/18/2012 19:37:33
PBS NewsHour (News)

... water. >> reporter: a new suffolk university poll out this week shows the
presidential contest here is too close to call, but mr. obama does hold a slight
dge over romney among female ...
... water. >> reporter: a new suffolk university poll out this week shows the presidential contest here is too close to call, but mr. obama does hold a slight edge over romney among female ...
Suffolk University on KOAB (PBS) - Bend, OR
10/19/2012 00:37:36
PBS NewsHour (News)
...
>> reporter: a new suffolk university poll out this week shows the presidential contest here is too close to call, but mr. obama does hold a slight edge over romney among female ...

Suffolk University on OETA (PBS) - Oklahoma City, OK
10/19/2012 00:37:36
The This Old House Hour (Lifestyle)
...
>> reporter: a new suffolk university poll out this week shows the presidential contest here is too close to call, but mr. obama does hold a slight edge over romney among female ...

Suffolk Law on KTEJ (PBS) - Jonesboro, AR
10/19/2012 02:17:56
Frontline (News)
...
>> narrator: o'brien attacked, directly questioning romney's pro-choice position.
>> ted kennedy said it best: ...

Suffolk Law on KPNE (PBS) - North Platte, NE
10/19/2012 02:17:58
Off-Air (Other)
...
>> narrator: o'brien attacked, directly questioning romney's pro-choice position.
>> ted kennedy said it best: ...

Suffolk University on KAET-PHX (PBS) - Phoenix, AZ
10/19/2012 02:37:38
PBS NewsHour (News)
...
>> reporter: a new suffolk university poll out this week shows the presidential contest here is too close to call, but mr. obama does hold a slight edge over romney among female ...
... and then they had the last debate, and it was over at Suffolk Law. >> narrator: O'Brien attacked, directly questioning Romney's pro-choice position. >> Ted Kennedy said it best: ...

... water. >> Reporter: A new Suffolk University poll out this week shows the presidential contest here is too close to call, but Mr. Obama does hold a slight edge over Romney among female ...

... and a half weeks. The director of Suffolk University's political research center... gives his take on the 2 candidate's ...
... on foreign policy. the director of suffolk university’s political research center... says next week both men need to take a very...